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PSEi: A rally gone too far?

Unfazed by Negative Data: Record Unemployment and Trade Slump   
PSEi corrected a bit by 0.17% last week to 6476.24 from the week’s start after a 
17.8% rise  since the announced economy’s reopening last May 26. Fear of a sec-
ond wave of infection and negative news flow — record unemployment of 17.7% 
last April and  higher-than-expected exports and imports slumps of 50% and 67% 
for the same period, respectively, — hardly jarred the PSEi below 6,500, pulling 
back only to the week’s lowest  of 6439.67.  

Lockdown Lifting and Recovery of Economy 
PSEi’s resilience indicates  that investors’ psyche is  more focused on the prospec-
tive recovery upon the expected full lifting of the lockdown than on the virus   
reinfection risk.   The reopening of the economy also means we’re past the mar-
ket  bottom or  the emergency mode/market shock of last March, unless a second 
wave of infection forces another lockdown which is unlikely as the containment 
measure will shift to a targeted/localized type. MSCI EM index also gained 17% for 
the parallel period  May 26 to June11, 2020; a favorable backdrop for PSEi plus 
the  Fed’s persistent  dovish tone.  

OFW Remittance Drop
The  bulls are out so far but  their nerves will be tested  by the latest news  that 
overseas remittances fell 4.7% y/y (estimate -4.1%) in March to $2.397bn, ac-
cording to the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. Remittances fell the most since a 9.8% 
drop in March 2018. Three-month remittances rose 1.4% to $7.4b. The correlation 
between OFW remittances and consumption is such that  for every 1% drop in the 
latter means a 0.20% decline in consumption spending, according to UA&P.  It can 
be widespread in impact as consumption is 75% of  GDP. 

Expensive Valuation Suggests No Crisis
Though the PSEi’s surge of 40% since the bottom of March 19 still makes it a lag-
gard among 21 key equity indices worldwide, down year-to-date (ytd)  by 17.3%, 
the current valuation measures  of almost 18x forward PE and PB 1.5x seem to 
suggest that we’re not in a crisis  compared to  the Global Financial Crisis   year 
of  2008  when the PE and PB were much lower at 13x and 1.3x, respectively.  The 
rally has gone way ahead of  the economic realities.

Mother of All Liquidity Rallies 
Adding gas to the rally is the lower interest rate for longer scenario. The Fed, 
the BSP’s  bond buying  are some of the news to that effect: $120bn monthly 
bond buying (government & corporates for the Fed) and the BSP  seeking to lift 
the Php540bn cap on its  bond buying (government bonds). There’s just too much 
dollar out there as the Fed’s balance sheet continues to expand. Even with the 
worst Philippine export numbers and balance of payments swinging to a deficit 
last  March of $68m from a surplus of $2.8bn last year, same period,  the peso has 
steadied below Php50 against the dollar. 

More Fiscal Stimulus, Wanted!
The  much awaited  passage of the  government’s supplemental budget (Php170bn 
to Php1.3 trillion)  and prospect of more borrowing to fund the fiscal stimulus is 
not exerting  any big pressure on the interest rates  so far.  The short-end of the 
peso yield curve -  the 3 month BVal rate - has dropped by 127 bps from the year’s 
peak to the current 2.0% while the ten year government peso bond rate has fallen 
180 bps from 5% in mid-March to 3.29%.

Dismal Corporate Earnings and GDP 
If liquidity and economic reopening are all in the price, what’s not there yet is  
the worst of corporate earnings and the bite of  recession in the second  quarter. 
First quarter corporate earnings drop of 21%  signalled a deeper contraction in 
the second quarter, which bore the impact of  the lockdown covering areas mak-
ing up 75% of the country’s GDP.   For the entire year, the income drop could be 
higher than that as some foreign brokers have estimated;  a high 36%.  A  U shape 
recovery looks to be the  more feasible consequence of social distancing, border 
controls, limited mobility, weak consumer confidence and purchasing power.  A 
swift  return to the pre-covid19 level of economic activities  is less likely,  unless 
a vaccine becomes widely available and reduces the virus to an ordinary flu type.  

Uphill Climb 
So while the recent rally was both liquidity-driven and fueled by hopes for great-
er economic reopening, it’s  a fragile one and highly  prone to corrections as more 
negative economic data and corporate earnings hog the headlines.   PSEi’s trajec-
tory will be a volatile  uphill climb.  The worst of 4,039 PSEi level seems over.
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